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We remember a poet named Yeats
A favorite, and one of the greats

He wrote of a beast
Who arose in the East

And has led us to these dire straits

(I wonder what worse fate awaits.)
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Preface

This collection developed gradually over many years. Most
of my original limericks (vs. the collected ones) were written
to amuse my friend Felix, and later, Peter and Sue, when I
felt the need to contribute whatever levity I could as an
antidote to life’s cruelties. Anecdotes as antidotes.

So, many of those limericks are topical. Some of the
specific topics may have by now passed from currency, but I
think their underlying subjects have not.  Even though I
seldom will explain a joke, I do offer footnotes for some of
the more obscure topics.  

This collection includes longer verses as well, some
as multi-verse limericks, two sonnets, and so on. 

All of the poetry is my own, unless I give credit to
another.  Some of the limericks were inspired by other
people’s work, but if no credit is given it means that I
messed with them enough that I feel I can claim them as my
own.

The illustrations are from the internet, but most have
been “photo-shopped”.  For example, although I wish I had a
photo of Cheney giving an Italian gesture, I don’t. The photo
on p. 53 was originally of the Pope giving a blessing, but the
meaning of the gesture totally changed when I put Cheney’s
face on it. Of course it would.

Thanks to those friends who encouraged my attempts
at humor, especially Max Ray, Dave Angaran, Donna
Berardo and Sue Noyce. 
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But, Why?

You ask why I write – to what ends?
I write silly verse for my friends.

When life gets too shitty
I think a cute ditty

May sometimes make some small amends.
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Origins of Limericks

The limerick was popularized by Edward Lear (1846),
although he never used that term or the formats used today.
He called them nonsense rhymes. His examples use the same
word at the ends of the first and last lines, which we would
consider cheating. (See Appendix.) I prefer a more fanciful
origin:

There once was a comic named Rick
Whose humor was mean, low and sick 
A poet named Lim
Was taken with him
And they called their new baby, Lim-rick
CDH 

The classic form of limerick comprises three anapests (9
syllables) in lines 1,2, and 5 and two (6 syllables) in lines 3
and 5.  This isn’t a strict rule, however. Valid alternatives
exist. (See Appendix.) To put this in the form of a limerick:

“So, what is a lim-rick, my Brother?” 
“A verse form,” soon answered the other. 
“In which lines one and two
“Rhyme with five when it's through
“And the third and fourth with each other.”

(By the way, I think line 5 scans better as
And the third and the fourth with each other.

Limericks have a reputation as obscene verse, and many
definitely are nasty. I don’t think filthy is automatically
funny. I prefer somewhat milder themes. The following
examples acknowledge that tradition.
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Furtive and Mean

The limerick is furtive and mean
So keep her in close quarantine 
Or she sneaks to the slums
And promptly becomes 
Disorderly, drunk and obscene.
Morris Bishop

Callous and Crude

The limerick is callous and crude, 
Its morals? Distressingly lewd; 
It's not worth the reading
By persons of breeding -
It's meant for us -- vulgar and rude.
Unknown

Criteria

A limerick, sketched in the rough, 
Should undergo testing that's tough: 
Does it scan as it ought?
Are the rhymes finely wrought?
-- And is it offensive enough?
Norman W. Storer

Paradox

Said a writer of limericks obscene, 
“I think that the world is quite mean. 
“They are not worth much money 
“Unless they are funny
“And it’s hard to be funny and clean.”
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Paradox-2

The limerick packs laughs anatomical 
Into space that is quite economical.
But the good ones I've seen 
So seldom are clean -
And the clean ones so seldom are comical.
Unknown

Miscellaneous Favorites

No Debate

A feisty young lawyer named Kat
Had triplets, named Nat, Pat and Tat; 
She had fun in the breeding,
But not in the feeding,
For she found that she had no tit for Tat.
Unknown

Condensed Story of Ms Farad 
(A Physical Limerick)

Miss Farad was pretty and sensual 
And charged to a reckless potential; 
But a rascal named Ohm 
Conducted her home -
Her decline was, alas, exponential.
A. P. French
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Goodnight Irene

There once was a girl named Irene, 
Who lived on distilled kerosene.
But she started absorbin' 
A new hydrocarbon,
And since then has never benzene!
Ken Kiger

The Arrogant Referee

A certain self-pleased referee
Considers all papers with glee: 
"What's new is not true,
And what's true is not new, 
Unless it was written by me."
Unknown

The Past Isn't What it Used To Be 

A professor of Physics named May
Complains of the classroom today, 
"The problem, you know,
Is that they're too slow.
We were far better students than they."

His friend, a professor named Beecham, 
Said "It's true -- you don't seem to reach 'em. 
But they're not to blame,
For they haven't the same
Class of teachers that we had, to teach 'em!"
Bruce Elliott
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See You at Work

The recruiter for AT&T
Said, "Your B.S. in physics degree 
Is not worth a penny,
Of your kind we've too many.
Perhaps you can program in C?"
Modified from a limerick by Steve Langer

There was an old man of the isles 
Who suffered severely from pisles 
He couldn’t sit down
Without a deep frown
So he had to row standing for misles
Unknown

There once was an old man of Esser, 
Whose knowledge grew lesser and lesser, 
It at last grew so small
He knew nothing at all
And now he's a college professor.
Unknown

There was a professor named Will 
Who focused his studies until
His depth grew and grew 
And finally he knew
More than anyone else, about nil
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The incredible Wizard of Oz 
Retired from business becoz
Due to up-to-date science, 
To most of his clients,
He wasn't the Wizard he woz.
Unknown

God's plan made a hopeful beginning, 
But Man spoilt his chances by sinning; 
We trust that the story
Will end in great glory,
But at present the other side's winning.
Unknown

A critic refused, as reviewer,
To read the obscene and impure; 
He soon left the scene
For the books that were clean, 
Just kept getting fewer and fewer.
Unknown

There once was a dancing black bear
Who, instead of a hat, wore a pair 
Of shoes on his head.
"It's a two-step," he said,
And it feels like I'm walking on air."
J. Patrick Lewis



There once was a man from Eau Claire
Who tried to bugger a bear
But the virtuous brute
Took a swipe at his root
And left him just mem’ries and hair
 Unknown

The sermon our Pastor, Rt. Rev. 
Began, may have had a rt. clev., 
But his talk, though consistent 
Kept the end so far distant
That we left, since we felt he mt. nev.
Unknown

The Absent Minded Poet

My memory is not what it was
I think that is simply because
There’s so much good beer
Being brewed around here
That sometimes my brain takes a pause
 
So I feel just a little distraught
Afraid that you’ll think me a sot
I’m a little unsteady --
If I sent this already
Just go on as if I had not.

13
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Medical Advice

Your doctor may offer a word
On pleasures he thinks best deferred
He knows not thing one
Of the value of fun
So his instructions just might be absurd

So remember your doctor’s a nerd
And do what you’ve always preferred 
Have some great meals
And  kick up your heels
And go on with your life, undeterred
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The Puzzle of Life

The puzzle of life never ceases 
In fact, it rarely decreases 
Some advice  that I’ve found 
Is usually quite sound
Try hard not to lose any pieces.
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This is evidently the practice where it happened.

Dental Depravity

There once was a young maid named Twilling 
To her dentist she went for a drilling
But, due to depravity
He filled the wrong cavity
Now Twilling is nursing her filling
Unknown
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John O’Shea: While Titian was Mixing Rose
Madder. This may be the only work of art inspired
by a limerick.

While Titian Was Mixing Rose Madder

While Titian was mixing rose madder
His model reclined on a ladder
Her position, to Titian
Suggested coition
So he climbed up the ladder and had-er. 
Unknown

Now, Titian was one lusty fella
His model sang out, bella! Bella! 
But I’ll tell you no joke
The stepladder broke
And he finished mid-air, a capella
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Old Howard’s Stripper 

Old J. Howard Marshall the 2 
Left 88 million to who?
Of course, to a stripper 
Who lowered her zipper
And gave him a long peek-a-boo

The son, Pierce, is being a bastard
Nicoles’ reputation he’s plastered 
But, Pierce, man, be cool --
She might start a school
To teach girls the trades that she’s mastered

So Anna did ask the Supremes
To undo son Pierce’s mean schemes
And this time, who knows
Was it the court that arose
When Anna exposed her extremes?
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The Pride of Korea

The Korean researcher named Hwang
Said his research was moving along 
But his clones embryonic
Were only platonic
Now the judges will right this Hwang’s wrong
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Age of Aquarius

I hope you won’t think I’m a mug 
Or a crude, insensitive lug
But I just have to say 
In an artistic way
This gal’s got a beautiful jug.
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I asked for gold bracelets, dammit! Don’t  you people
ever listen?

Ken’s Lay Away

Too bad that Ken Lay has escaped
The chains that his ankles once draped 
The Enron affair
Caused such great despair
It was less of a Lay than a rape

Kenneth Lay was the founder and CEO of Enron. He was convicted of 10
counts of securities fraud. He died before his sentencing.  The Enron
employee  retirement plan included mostly Enron stock, which tanked. He
left behind a legacy of shame, mismanagement and dishonesty.
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The last time I slept with the Queen,
She said, as she whistled “Ich Dien,”*
“Please put the light out:
It’s royalty’s night out—
The Queen may be had—but not seen.”
Dylan Thomas
 *I serve – the motto of the Prince of Wales
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The Fetish

I went into my hotel room
To rest my weary head
Undressed within the darkening gloom 
As I headed toward my lonely bed.

And then I went into the bath,
To brush my teeth and such.
My regular nocturnal path
I seldom vary very much. 

And there I found with sudden glance,
Upon the shower rod so high,
A pair of women’s underpants,
Hanging there as if to dry.

They were the black and lacy kind, 
They’d fit a slender lass
Just the kind to call to mind
A pretty, nicely rounded ass.

But what a fetish to adore them
And the person who once wore them
Or the hips that proudly bore them!
Although my fantasies did soar
Just a cloth and nothing more
Was hanging by my shower door.
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I tried my fevered thoughts to scour
But I knew at a recent hour
My imaginary flower
Stood naked in this very shower.
Just a cloth and nothing more
Was hanging by my shower door.

Long I stood there as if charmed
All my reason quite disarmed.

But my fantastic bird had flown.
Who knew when and who knew where
To parts unknown. I was alone,
And just a cloth was hanging there.

Although my fantasies were fun,
I had to get some sleep instead.
The hour was late, the night would run.
And so I trundled off to bed.

But in my dreams some night perchance,
When the moon is glowing red,
She might come looking for her pants
And join me in my lonely bed.
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The Facts of Life to a Dog

Sometimes, when you cry, no one sees your
tears 

Sometimes, when you're worried, no one
calms your fears.

 Sometimes when you're happy, no one shares 
your joy.

Sometimes, when you're playful, no one finds
a toy.

Even if you're famous, they won't recall your
fame.

But, fart just once, I guarantee -- the world
will call your name

Bella
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The Original (Clean) Man from Nantucket

There once was a man from Nantucket
 Who kept all his cash in a bucket.
 But his daughter, named Nan,
 Ran away with a man
 And as for the bucket, Nantucket.
 Voorhees, 1902

But he followed the pair to Pawtucket,
The man and the girl with the bucket;
And he said to the man,
He was welcome to Nan,
But as for the bucket, Pawtucket.

Then the pair followed Pa to Manhasset,
Where he still held the cash as an asset,
But Nan and the man
Stole the money and ran,
And as for the bucket, Manhasset. 

English as a Second Language

Do you find that it’s hard to say, “asked?” 
Just remember, it’s ask in the past.
You’ll do better you see 
To ignore “K-E-D”
Pronounce it as if it were “AST”

In English the past tense, you see 
May many times end in E-D  
You may want to say “ed”
But try this instead
Its usually said only as “D”
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Woodworking

A would-be woodworker named Doug
Aspired to make wooden mugs
His joints, though, were weak
And started to leak
So beer spilled all over his rugs

An aging woodworker named Claus
Is frustrated greatly because
His customers squabble
About tables that wobble
And he isn’t the craftsman he was 

He once thought to standards he’d hew
If something was wrong, he’d re-do
Now, if parts are too small
He won’t re-cut them at all
He simply stuffs in extra glue

 A Limerick for a Craft Forum

So, this forum’s a place you can go
To find woodworkers, all in the know,
Who can give you advice
How to make your work nice
And get all of your ducks in a row.

But you’ll have to maintain the right slant.
They mean well, but some people can’t
Just follow the threads
Without losing their heads,
And sometimes they’d rather just rant.
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After Speaking to Dell Tech Support

Of course you think it was me, the “user”
I clicked on something wrong, you guess.
A poor, untrained, and hapless loser
Probably bumbled up this mess.

But your diagnosis by exclusion 
Can mean you truly lack a clue,
And only want a quick conclusion
‘Cuz you cannot say what I shouldn’t do
To prevent my future user confusion

You seem to be all right, polite
But you’re really not, I see
Because, you know, it isn’t right
To blame it all on me.

In this tale I’m not the villain
Your attitude does not amuse.
It makes me think of Bobby Dylan
Subterranean Homesick Blues:

Look out kid
It's somethin' you did

God knows when
But you're doin' it again
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A Sonnet for Your Physical Therapist

Although thou knowest that he be cruel
And sent to make thy life a trial
So what if he’s a stubborn mule
And makes a grimace of thy smile?

And makes thee work until thou criest
And still demands his daily goals
He makes you try to reach the highest
While you dream of him on  red hot coals

Try not to vent your true emotion
When teeth you grit to no avail
And frustrated rage would fill an ocean
As ever steeper hills you scale – 

Just remember, at the long day’s end ...
Your therapist is your new best friend.
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Sonnet for A Quick Recovery

We mean to send something to give you a
smile
So we’ll try for a bit of light verse
To distract from your woes, at least for a
while,
And try not to make you feel worse.

But it’s bad taste to joke about ills of this
class
‘Though we thought and we thought a long
while
The truth about doctors? – they’re a pain in
the ass
And black humor is just not our style.

So, we’ll offer our message as clear as we
can,
And get to the point of this sonnet
Though recent adventures have altered your
plan
We all hope that you’ll soon be back on it.

Get better quickly – this part’s just a phase
To your very good health, sir, our glasses we
raise
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The Birdhouse
(A True Story With Picture to Prove It)

We sat together one April day,
When Peter heard me casually say,
“That birdhouse, while quite well begotten,
Over the years has gone quite rotten.”

Not one to let a sleeping dog lie,
Peter said that he and I
Must now remove it from our sight --
Pull it out with all our might.

We shook it hard, although it strained us
(If it had fallen it might have brained us.)
Hours later, two macho fools,
Heaving and ho-ing with powerful tools,
Got it down with grunts and groans.
I’m happy to recount it now
And happy to report, somehow,
It did not break our silly bones.
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Your Call Is Very Important

I want a special place in hell
For those who won’t ring back my cell
(Or will not answer e-mail)
Even though they know full well
That courtesy should pre-vail.

Do they suppose they are too busy
Or maybe think they’re just too cool
Their arrogance just makes me dizzy
I won’t be treated like a fool.

I curse their fathers, kin, and kith
And their descendants to the fifth
I curse their bones to marrow and pith
I am not one to be trifled with.

Their manners have some way to go
If they ignore my simple query
If they mean NO they should say so
It makes me conjure up a theory.

I asked a very simple question 
But they didn’t answer, yes or no.
Did it cause a brain congestion? 
Is their regard for me that low?

Perhaps they wish I’d go away
Perhaps their thoughts are hazy 
I will not ask another day
I think they are just lazy.
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Cartoon Life

Late for a flight from LAX, 
Lost in its infinite tangled signscape, 
The rented car now a rolling prison,
He becomes Yosemite Sam in a business suit.  
And shoots himself in the ass with his own six-
shooter
"Humpin thumpin dad-burn horney toads!"

But there's no blood!  
Just sweat and tears from past mistakes.  
The tattered hole in his pants will sew itself.  
This loony tune will lurch on.

Flattened by life's falling piano, in a glorious
dissonant clang, 
Sam rises, as thin as onion skin, and regains his
apparently three-dimensional self,
Ready to race into his next goony errand.

Sam waits in the airport lounge, 
With barbeque sauce on his naked elbow.  
A pink pig in a uniform spreads a thick coat of it
smoothly all the way up his arm. 
“Isn’t that better?” she trills 

On the plane a man in a long red coat reads from a
card, pausing frequently in mid-syl . . . . . . .

lable.  He instructs the passengers carefully about 

metal-to-metal-seat-belt-buckle 
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in a dialect spoken nowhere else. But nobody is
listening. They are ripping up the “safety” cards. 

Perhaps this time the plane will fly home to the
mountains, a la physics and the FAA. 

Perhaps it will choose instead to flap its wings and
lay an egg. 

Perhaps it will zoom about trailing smoke until it
crashes into a haystack, scattering indignant

chickens. 
Perhaps it doesn’t matter. What the hay, what the

hay. What the hay?
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Gertrude Stein

Gertrude Stein,  Gertrude Stein
Why is your poesy more famous than mine?

(I was going to say “better” but I’ve read it a lot
I was going to say “better”, but, Gerty, it’s not.) 

Who would suppose it is worthy of praise?
Alors qu'en fait, c’est très très mauvais

“Eeny meeny miney mo-em”
Does not compose a grown up po-em

And what did you say concerning a rose
That sees beyond the end of your nose?

The whole situation is faux to its toes.

I think it’s because you were pals with Picasso,
That cubist opportunist, that wife-beating asshole.

And all the très gay hash-enhanced parties
You gave for all the Parisian beaux-arties

– And literary smarties 

They did not attend, all those hip Paris townies,
To bask in your genius – but to eat Alice’s

brownies.
They wanted to visit your famous salons

To view the Renoirs, Mattise and Cezzanes
(This was before you kissed up to Petain.)

Hemingway, Fitzgerald, Wilder and Pound
All in the same room – who wouldn’t go round

To be in the scene -- such elbows to rub
Maybe your fame came from this very hip club.
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And you were so modern, so out with dear Alice
Never a doubt who was boss of the palace

Never a doubt about wherefore and why
You always were such a cool, confident guy.

But Gertie, I have not a minuscule doubt
Your poetry was something they could do without

If you offered a reading they’d say zut alors
They’d finish their brownies and head for the door.
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Political Humor

Disclaimer

Now, if for Trump you’re feeling grateful
You’ll find these verses pretty hateful.

If to the right you tend to list
If you voted for Bush or for Trump
You’ll think I am a communist
And want to give my head a thump.

(Or, depending on who you are,
Run me over with your car.)

Because you’d feel a little pissed
That Trump, your hero, I have dissed.

If you are right wing to the end
You’ll think this full of nasty lies
So my advice to you, my friend
Just block your ears and close your eyes.

Save us both a lot of trouble
Just crawl back in your little bubble
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Hail to the Chief

So here’s to Trump and his double chin
Who'll always cheat but rarely win, 
Who colors his reptilian skin 
With gunk that suits a mannikin.

And here’s to he that likes to watch
Teenage girls in their locker klatch
And bragged he raises up a notch
By grabbing women by the crotch
  
And here’s to that peculiar bloke
Whose whole career’s a sour joke
And to his hands that used to stroke
And brag about the dirty bits
That hide between a porn star’s tits.

And here’s to all his little clerks
They come and go, the fascist jerks
Who wink their wicked eye and lie
Just to keep their little perks

Too bad for every sad young lad
Who works to help this stinking cad
His ill-begotten profits add.
Someday they’ll see that he was mad.

And then they’ll know and know full well
The agonies of Donald’s Hell.

Based, with apologies, on Slough by John Betjeman
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Ode to be Rid of Him!

The Donald has pulled a neat trick
But I doubt that he ever can stick
They’ll soon say, Hell no,
We’d rather you go.”
And give a swift flick to that prick.
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Comb-Over Gremlin

Donald Trump to the White House would go
For business, ‘cause he needed the dough
This comb-over gremlin
Took funds from the Kremlin
And soon everybody will know
 
He said that the swamp he would drain
And a better US would obtain
But we know he’s a wanker,
A political canker
How long ‘til we rub out his stain?

The New Republicans

Republicans, we always thought,             
While cheap, were mentally taut.
They were a bit greedy
And might screw the needy
But at least they were guided by thought.
 
This pattern, alas, is no more
Now, wisdom they seem to deplore
They’ve followed a ninny
To complete ignominy
It’s time that we show them the door.
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Robert Mueller

Mueller’s the name of a chap
Who sat on the AG’s fat lap
He refused to accuse
Afraid that he’d lose
After waiting two years we got crap.

Hicken-loopy

Hickenlooper to the White Hose would go
‘Though his chances of wining are low
The Senate’s no fun
He refuses to run
I thought him a hick, not a schmoe. 

And if he be counting on luck
His terrible chances to buck
He’d best make a habit
Rubbing the foot of a rabbit
Cause right now he just looks like a schmuck
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Wail from a Texas Jail

There once was a man named Delay
A fine Christian  man, so he’d say
In escape he was caught
But he said, “I would not”
I’m just making a place I can pray.
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No President Left Behind

Ms Bush has long taken a stand -- 
Teach children to read ‘cross our land 
But why should she roam?
With that gnome in her home, 
Her problem starts closer to hand.
CDH
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VP Cheney Expresses His Remorse 

Please let me express my dismay
About my quail hunting melee.
I'm sorry I shot 
But, tipsy or not,
My immunity carried the day.

Hal Whittington let out a howl
For I thought him (and shot him) a fowl 
So there's nothing to tell,
Only something to sell –
I would like you to purchase a vowel.
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Home on the Range

When Bush was at home on the range
He looked and he acted quite strange 
The Bush Secret Service
And the doctors were nervous 
But no one suggested he change.
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I’m the Decider

Do you think we have lively exchange 
As policies we rearrange?
When I act like a turd
No one dare speak a word
The Decider does not have to change.
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The Wizard of Goss

The intelligence wizard named Goss
Resigned in great haste, just becauss 
He got caught in a scam
With old Duke Cunningham
I guess Goss ain’t the wizard he wass
(And he pissed off his spies, 
Which wasn’t too wise.)
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White House Pillow Talk

George, I know you’re Democracy’s Man 
And they aren’t very nice in Teheran
But the plan you’re pursuin’ 
Has made Iraq a ruin
No, you can’t go and play in Iran

A Woman Scorned

Jeb Bush said that nice Allen Bense
For Senate would make perfect sense
Cruella deHarris
The Republican heiress
Got dumped as electoral pretense

Katherine Harris gained national attention for her role in the
Florida election recount, certifying George W. Bush's narrow
victory (537 votes) over Al Gore and awarding him the Florida
electors, which gained him the national election. But when she
wanted to run for the Senate from Florida, Governor Jeb Bush did
not support her candidacy.
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George Bush Wonders Why It’s Dark in North Korea

Curious George in Korea

Here’s George Bush at the old DMZ, 
He’s observing the North, vis a vis. 
He made the remark,
“In the North it’s so dark
“They lack power to such a degree??”

The General could simply agree, 
And behave as a mere employee 
But he chose to respond, “Sir, 
“Your lens caps are on, Sir.
They get the same sunshine as we.”
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Very Private Party

Bush started by blaming the French
Then the Krauts were ein gross monkey-wrench 
That was only the start, he
Is now losing his Part-y
This guy should be warming the bench
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Cheney Finally Explains His Energy Policy to
Senator Leahy

While corruption seems quite unrestrained 
Richard Cheney denies that he’s gained. 
And the whole sorry mess
Was brought on by the press 
Vaffancul’,  he politely explained.
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Memorial to Lloyd Bentsen (1921 -2006)

Lloyd Bentsen, a very sharp chap, 
Gave J. Danforth Quayle a dope slap. 
“Dan,  Jack  was a friend to me, 
“You ain’t no Jack Kennedy,”
And Quayle quietly quit all his crap.

Dan Quayle was feeling quite lost
When he heard that Lloyd Bentsen had crossed. 
He felt a bit bleak,
For ‘twas only last week,
He had thought up a clever riposte.
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The Cute Little Blonde in the Bar

A bunch of the boys were having a drink 
In one of the Washington bars.
Nothing too strong, 
Just getting along,
Some beer and a few good cigars.

Each guy at the table was perfectly able 
To explain what he had on his mind.
Then a blonde chick walked in 
And ordered a gin
She looked pretty, and nicely refined.

She looked over a while, then gave them a smile 
“Do you mind if I join you? “ she said,
“Ann Coulter’s my name, 
And writing’s my game.”
The saps thought they had nothing to dread.

So they found her a chair, and let her sit there 
And went on with their easy discussion.
They said this and that 
And gave tit for tat
But could soon see that Anne’s face was flushin’

Then she entered right in, and her voice was quite grim
She said that the fellows were gutless. 
She said in her biz
Men tell the truth like it is
Her words cut these guys like a cutlass.

And soon these poor birds stopped choosing their words --
Don’t know if it was beer or Anne’s goading.
Their voices got tight, 
Each insisted he’s right.
Their nice chat was quickly exploding.
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Based on a cartoon by Gary Larsen

Then one spilled a drink, at least, that’s what I think
Began all the punching and heaving.
Anne said it was shocking
To see fighting and squawking
Since they wouldn’t be nice ... she’d be leaving.

When Ann left the bar, she went to her car 
And fingered a call on her cell
‘She said, “No bill this year. ‘though agreement was near,
Their discussions have just gone to hell.”

The radical right can’t win a floor fight
So they’re delighted when nothing gets done.
And dear Ann thinks it’s funny
They pay her good money
For poison she’d spew just for fun.
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Sean’s Lament

My name, as you probably know,  
Is Spicer, Trump’s press gigolo
I took the damn job
‘Though Donald’s a yob
And I know they preferred M. Marceau

They said that I might have to lie
I promised I’d give it a try
But the whole room is yelling
At the Bullshit I’m selling
And the worst of it is, I know why.

I wanted to look like a pro
But now, I just look like a schmoe
My alternative facts
Are piled up in stacks
(I may get the axe)
But I haven’t the sense to just go. 
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The Actual Press Secretary

The Preferred Press Secretary
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Borisaurus

The Tories asked journalist Boris
If he would please sing in their chorus:
Your hair is so long,
Your voice is so strong
That no one could ever ignore us.

Boris’ writing had brought him some fame,
And a bigger career was his aim.
The Times had him sacked
For some facts that he lacked, 
But in politics, fiction’s  the game.

Then one thing just lead to another,
The Tories would quickly discover
Scholarly Boris
Became Boris-saurus
And started to feast on the others.

Then Cameron announced his good bye,
And Boris said “Hey, I’m your guy.”
But his friend Michael Gove
Gave him the heave-hove
And the whole bloody scheme went awry.
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Borisaurus

So he settled for Minister Foreign
I’m certain that it will not be borin’
As he spins out his lies
And angers allies
He’d have a great scope to make war in.

News Update

And now that PM Terry May
Has decided to call it a day
Boris J. has a shot
And likely as not
It’ll be the sad end of UK
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News item:
May 16, 2017: The hosts of MSNBC’s “Morning Joe” said on Monday that the
White House counselor Kellyanne Conway complained extensively about
President Trump in private conversations with them before he was elected. Mika
Brzezinski heard Ms. Conway denounce the candidate in private after promoting
him on television.

“She would get off the air, the camera would be turned off, the
microphone would be taken off, and she would say ‘Blech, I need to take a
shower,’ because she disliked her candidate so much,” Ms. Brzezinski said of Ms.
Conway. Ms. Conway reportedly said after being interviewed that she had only
taken the job for money and that she would soon be done defending Mr. Trump.

The Damsel and the Frog 
(Kellyanne’s Lament)

A damsel met a frog one day
Who said he was bewitched
A prince was he, or so he’d say --
A lonely tale he stitched.

As we well know, the curse requires
A virgin’s unstinting love.
The prince restored, her heart’s desires
Would fall like rain from above.

Could she reverse what fate had brought?
The damsel should have fled!
But then she thought, she’d improve her lot
So she jumped into his bed.

Despite her work, a frog remained
But showed one trait of men --
Time and again, the frog maintained
They’d  have to try again.

Then Frog, exhausted, hopped away.
She has not seen him since.
Perhaps she really thought that day,
To make a frog a prince?
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The story ends, but it would hurt
If you should think it only funny --
A girl should never lift her skirt
For royalty or money. 

And if you seek a deeper point,
Or reason for this rhyme
I prefer to say it’s just a “joint”
To help you pass the time.

But if you really want to see
The meaning of this story
The frog’s initials are DJT
It’s a political allegory.

I’ll say some more, the best I can
There’s millions more like Kellyanne
They hoped to have their luck renewed
But all they’ll really get is screwed.
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Technical Notes on Limericks 
(Yes, there is a technique to everything)

Another Example of Classic Form
Said an ape as he swung by his tail,
To his off-spring both fe-male and male; 
"From your off-spring, my dears,
In a cou-ple of years,
May e-volve a pro-fess-or at Yale. 
(Unknown)

Three anapests (9 syllables) in lines 1,2, and 5 and two (6
syllables) in lines 3 and 5

Alternative Form 1
A din-o once said to his friend,
I think that our kind will soon end. 
Ev-o-lu-tion it's called,
But it seems to be stalled,
Un-less there's a monk-ey to send.
(Unknown)

Lines one, two and five begin with iambs (8 syllables).  Lines
three and four begin with anapests.

Alternative Form 2
The metrical feet at the end of the lines of a limerick
can contain an extra "quiet" syllable, as for example, 

There was once a young man from Mount Vernon. 

However, when this is done, each of the matching lines
(i.e., one, two and five or three and four) must also end
in an extra unaccented syllable.
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Original  Limerick with Non-standard Meter
“What is a limerick?”, asked Brother. 
“A form of verse,” said his mother, 
“In which lines one and two
“Rhyme with five when it's through
“And three and four rhyme with each other.”

Purists (see Prof Birch) say that limericks must follow one
of the standard metrical forms. While it is true that meter is
very important in a limerick, some limericks with non-
standard meters can still be delightful, for example the
Ogden Nash limerick about the flea and the fly.

The Flea and the Fly

A flea and a fly in a flue
Were imprisoned, so what could they do?
Said the fly, "let us flee!"
"Let us fly!" said the flea.
So they flew through a flaw in the flue.
Ogden Nash
 
Furthermore, one important idea of a limerick is that it be
eccentric and violate its rules as well as rules of social
decorum. Such as:
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Déjà vu

I find that my life is a hoop
If you like, an infinite loop
There’s nothing that’s new
It’s all déjà vu
I think that my life is a hoop

Mary Jane

I am a pot smoker named Ray
I stoke myself up twice a day
I find that my mind
My memory’s especially OK
Is as good as you’ll find

But I’m feeling so slightly downhearted
I can’t finish things that I’ve started
I start out quite strong,
but as I go along. . . .
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